Unit 5 Week 2

The Lost Glasses
You will need
A pair of glasses
2 leaders
Leader 1 comes in and welcomes the children and says that leader 2 will be coming soon and will be
explaining what they are going to do that morning.
Leader 2 enters looking a bit distracted and looks all around as s/he approaches. S/he has a pair of glass on
top of his/her head.
Leader 1:

Oh hi [names Leader 2], glad you’re here. I was just telling everyone that you’ll be telling us
what we’re doing this morning.

Leader 2:

[looking all around] Hi [names Leader 1] Yes, I’m going to do that in just a few wee seconds.
I’m just looking for something important. I will be with you as soon as I can [walks over to a
table with some papers on it].

Leader 1:

Oh ok, no problem that’s fine we don’t mind waiting. I wonder though, can I be of any help?

Leader 2:

Hmmmm? Help? Oh ehhh, no, no shouldn’t take long, they are here somewhere… [lifts up
pages, looks under the table]… its amazing how things just disappear, I mean they were here a
minute ago. I was sure I had them in here earlier. [Sighs] I went to the bathroom, but I have
already checked there and no joy….

Leader 1:

What is it you have lost? Perhaps we can all have a look around…

Leader 2:

[comes and stands beside leader 1 in front of the children]. It’s my glasses, I have the notes for
this morning’s session, but I can’t read them without my glasses, and I know there are a few
important things I needed to say….

Leader 1:

Oh! Aren’t those your glasses on top of………

Leader 2:

[interrupting] MY BAG! That’s it I remember now. I put them in my bag for safekeeping!
Leader 2 keeps a continual flow of chat going so that leader 1 can’t get a word in]
I’m always losing them, so I said to myself, ‘put them in your bag and you won’t forget where
they are’…. [starts rummaging in bag] …….. and of course, what did I do? I forgot I had put
them there!……. [starts pulling things out of the bag and setting them on the table]
haha………don’t worry… they are here somewhere… Talk amongst yourselves………. Oh dear
where are they?…

Leader 1:

Em… could that be them on your head?

Leaser 2:

[not listening to leader 1] HAHHHH! I’ve just remembered I took them out of my bag because I
got a text message and I couldn’t see it without my glasses. So no, they’re not in my bag but
don’t worry, they are here somewhere… emmmm…….. [begins to look around again]

Leader 1:

[shouting] THEY’RE ON YOUR HEAD!
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Leader 2:

What? No! [feels for them on head and finds] Ah-ha! Here they are! Now why didn’t anyone
tell me that earlier! They were on my head all along!
Oh, and I remember now what today’s story is! It’s all about a lady who lost something very
precious!
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